
HIEROGLYPHICS

HIEROGLYPHIC MATH
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Try this!

P P = pop

S W = saw

t h  = the

Hieroglyphic writing first began around 5,000 years
ago. Egyptians wrote in hieroglyphs up to about
400 AD. Hieroglyphs are like word pictures. There
are more than 2,000 hieroglyphic characters. 

It has been almost 2,000 years since people used
hieroglyphics to communicate. So how do we know
how to read the characters? In 1799, in a town in
Egypt called Rosetta, a soldier unearthed a large
black stone. The stone came to be known as the
Rosetta Stone because of where it was found. On
the stone, there were three different types of writing
that seemed to say the same thing and one was
definitely Greek. Even though people could read the
Greek words, many years went by before anyone
could understand the hieroglyphics. Finally, in
1822, a Frenchman named Jean François
Champollion cracked the code. 

The Rosetta Stone is 114.4 centimeters high, 72.3
centimeters wide, and 27.9 centimeters thick. It
weighs approximately 1,676 pounds. Since 1802,
the Rosetta Stone has been kept at the British
Museum in London, England. If you visit the
museum, you can see this incredible artifact on
display. 

There were a few different types of hieroglyphs.
Some stood for entire words, others were used for
individual sounds, and still others represented
groups of sounds or syllables. Egyptians also used
hieroglyphs for math.

The basic hieroglyphs are referred to as the
alphabet. Egyptians used them to spell just as we
use our alphabet to spell words.

The        could be 
a short “a” sound, 
a short “e” sound, 
or 
a short “o” sound. 

Let’s look at the
hieroglyphs used for
individual sounds.
Sometimes, the same
hieroglyph was used for
different letters because
they sound the same. 

Try these hieroglyphic puzzles. Remember! Think about how the letter sounds when you try to
decode the hidden messages. Use the symbols to fill in the blank.

How did King Tut write his name?

The Rosetta Stone 



Square root

Ohms

Change

Wavelength

Sum

Infinity

Pi

Absolute Value

9-12

vulture

a e o
short short short

basket wiith 
handle

c  k
hard

lower leg

b

hand

dc  s
soft soft

folded
cloth

basket + 
cloth

x

viper

f  v

cobra

g  j
soft

jar stand

g
hard

pair of reeds

e  y
long vowel

(long E)

single reed

i y y
hard vowel

(long I)

owl

m n

ripple of
water chick

o u w
long short

basket +
chick

QP

mouthreed mat

r

door bolt

s  z
sharp

garden pool

sh t

bun

lion

l

arm

a
LONG

twisted wick

h

reed + chick

u
long

Use the hieroglyphs to decode this secret message! Hieroglyphs Today?

While no one communicates using hieroglyphs today,
scientists and mathematicians use symbolic representations
all the time. The key to becoming fluent in science and math
is to understand the signs and symbols used in the fields.  

Just as Ancient Egyptians could look at a hieroglyph and
immediately know what it meant, scientists and
mathematicians can instantly translate the symbolic
representations of their work. 

Can you match these symbols commonly used in science
and math with their meaning?




